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Abstract: In  supplier’s  selection  process  so  the  decision  have  high  probabilities  will  be
inaccurate if the selction is arbitrary.  Promethee method  is a  multi-criteria decision aid system
that permits the building of an outranking between different alternatives. Their main features are
simplicity,  clearness  and  stability.  In  this  paper,  the  supplier’s  criterias  used  for  promethee
method are  price,  delivery performance and quality. The suppliers  chosen were the  potential
alternative suppliers of Acacia wood. There were 4 suppliers chosen: Super Murah from Klaten,
Sido Lancar from Wonogiri, Mr Kemat from Semarang and Mr Saerozi from Jepara. Based on
the  final results of the supplier ranking sequence,  Super Murah gets first rank with a  net flow
value of 0.6000, Sido Lancar ranks second with a net flow value of -0.0266, Mr. Saerozi ranks
third with a  net flow value of -0.2444 and Mr Kemat ranks fourth with a  net flow value of
-0.3290.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Supplier is a part of the supplier chain process, where the role of suppliers is very important for
each company, especially for companies engaged in manufacturing or a company that produces a
product itself. The important role of the supplier is to guarantee the availability of supply goods
needed by the company. Other roles of suppliers are become the main reference and determinant
of the quality of the product the company will make. Curently, the selection process of suppliers
in  XYZ Furniture  is  still  based  on  the  subjectivity  of  the  decision  makers  by  choosing  the
supplier directly without any decision making tools or methods. According to Irawan (owner), in
choosing the supplier, XYZ Furniture is only based on intuition, and inefficiencies still occured.
Problems usually happened because of the delivery performance from suppliers which will affect
the delay in the production and delivery of products to consumers.   Other additional problems
will follow if the selection process ignores the price and quality of Acacia wood. The purpose of
this study is to choose the best supplier for XYZ Furniture in order to improve the performance
of XYZ Furniture in the buying and selling process that at the end will generate more profits for
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XYZ furniture.  The methods used in this study is the Preference Ranking Organization Method
for Enrichment Evaluation (Promethee).  This Promethee method makes it possible to calculate
algorithms so that the ranking of each supplier is more structured, so that the best suppliers can
be selected with predetermined criteria.

2. THEORETICAL BASIC

Problem /preference rangking is a participatory technique that allows analyzing and identifying
problem or  preferences  stakeholder  share in  order  to  implement  adequate  improvements  and
solutions  in  their  community  and area.  First,  the stakeholders  have todecide  which  the  most
important problems they face in their community are. Afterwards, the participants have to rank
these problem/preferences in regard of this method provides the starting base for discussion on
possible solutions to the priority problems (Keller, 2019).

2.1. Criteria Calculation Model

In this study, to make a calculation to find out an alternative value criteria from each supplier,
will using models such as :

1. Chen Model
In his writing, Chen (2004)  gives a determination about the prices offered by suppliers using
the price index (IP).

Ip=                                                                                                                      (1)

Explanation:
Ip = Price Index
P = material prices offered
Po = the price the buyer / company budget expects

2. Delivery Performance Model
McGee  (2005)  states  that  Delivery  Performance  is  a  standard  KPI  measurement  that  is
widely  used in  the supply  chain  to  measure  fulfillment  of  customer  needs  based on the
expected delivery date.
In Garg's writing (2004) it measures the deliveries index in the supply chain by using the
variance pool allocation technique. Delivery performance is measured by a quantity called
Delivey  Sharpness  (DS),  which  measures  how  close  the  delivery  is  done  to  the  target
delivery date that should have been determined.

                                                            (2)
Explanation:

µz = Mean delay or too fast delivery made by the supplier.
σz = Standard  deviation  of  delays  or  too  fast  deliveries  made  by

suppliers.



T = The  delivery  target  value  is  set  to  0,  which  means  that  the
shipment is worth the target.

USL – LSL = The delivery tolerance limit is determined, in the design
of  this  system the  permitted  tolerance  limit  is  2  (two)
days, meaning that shipments that are late in the day or
coming sooner are still below the tolerance limit for good
records.

3. Quality Model
In this quality criterion, the model used is obtained directly from XYZ Furniture, where this
model has been applied during the transaction with the supplier, which is calculating what
percentage of wood is in good condition or not defective when the goods arrive at the place.

(3)
Explanation:

K = Percentage of total wood in good condition.
Uk = Wood with good condition.
Total = Total wood sent by suppliers for each purchase period.

2.2. Promethee (Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation)

The problem of choosing a supplier becomes very important to do a company to be able to meet
consumer  demand  quickly  and  with  quality.  So  far,  the  company  has  not  implemented  the
supplier selection procedures and selection criteria not yet have a supplier (Wulandari, 2015) The
Promethee  method  was  first  developed  by  JP. Trans  and  published  in  1982  at  a  conference
organized  by  R.Nadeau  and M.Landry  at  Laval  University, Quebec  Canada.  Promethee  is  a
method of determining sequence or priority in multicriteria analysis or MCDM (Multi Criterion
Decision Making). Promethee functions to process data, both quantitative and qualitative data at
once where all data  were  combined into one with the weight of the assessment that has been
obtained through assessment or survey.

1. Dominance of Criteria
The value “f” is the real value of a criterion:
f : K →  ℜ
Each alternative a ∈ K, f (a) is an evaluation of the alternative for a criterion. When two
alternatives  are  compared,  a,  b  ∈ K,  a  comparison  of  their  preferences  must  be
determined. Submission of Intensity (P) from alternative preferences a to alternative b
such that:

a. P (a,b) = 0,
means  there  is  no  difference  (indefferent)  between  a  and  b,  or  there  is  no
preference of a better than b. 

b. P (a,b) ≈ 0,
means weak preference of a better than b.

c. P (a,b) = 1,
means strong preference of a better than b. 



d. P (a,b) ≈ 1,
means absolute preference of a better than b.

In this method the preference function often produces different function values between
the two evaluations, so:

P (a,b) = P (f (a) – f(b))                                                                                             (4)
Explanation:
P(a,b) : alternative comparison preferences a and b.  
f (a) : alternative value in criterion a.
f (b) : alternative values in criteria b.

2. Preference Function
In Promethee there are six forms of criteria preference functions (Merry ,2014).
a. Usual Criterion

Explanation :
H(d) : The function of the criteria difference between alternatives
d : Difference in criterion value {d = f (a) - f (b)}
The function H(d) for this preference is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Usual Criterion

b. Quasi Criterion

Explanation :
H(d) : The function of the criteria difference between alternatives
d : Difference in criterion value {d = f (a) - f (b)}  
Parameter (q) : Must be a fixed value.
The function H(d) for this preference is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Quasi Criterion

c. Criteria with Linear Preferences



Explanation:
H (d) : Function of criteria difference between alternatives.
d : Difference in criterion value {d = f (a) - f (b)}.
p : Value of upper tendency.
The function H(d) for this preference function is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Criteria With Linear Preferences

d. Level Criterion

Explanation:
H(d) : The function of the criteria difference between alternatives.
p : Value of upper tendency
q : Must be a fixed value  
The function H (d) for this preference function is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Level Criterion

e. Criteria with Unequal Linear and Area Preferences

Explanation:
H(d) : Function of criteria difference between alternatives
d : Difference in Criteria value {d = f (a) - f (b)}
p : Value of upper tendency
q : Must be a fixed value
The function H (d) for this preference function is shown in Figure 5.



Figure 5 Criteria with Unequal Linear and Area Preferences

f. Gaussian Criterion

Explanation:
The function H(d) for this preference function is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Gaussian Criterion

3. Promethee Ranking
Promethee ranking is divided into three parts: Leaving Flow, Entering Flow and Net 
Flow.
a. Leaving Flow

b. Entering Flow

c. Net Flow

Explanation:
1. (�, �) = indicates preference that alternative a is better than alternative x.
2. (�, �) = indicates preference that alternative x is better than alternative a.
3. � + (�) = Leaving flow, used to determine the order of priority in the Promethee I

process that uses partial sequences.
4. �− (�) = Entering flow, used to determine the order of priority in the Promethee I

process that uses partial sequences.
5. (�) = Net flow, used to produce the final decision to determine the sequence in

solving the problem so as to produce a complete sequence.



3. METHODOLOGY

The  methodology  consists  of  data  collection,  processing  and  analysing  of  both  primary  and
secondary data.  Primary data were obtained from direct survey, interviews and discussions at
XYZ Furniture.  Secondary  data  were  obtained  from relevant  and  reliable  sources  especially
information regarding promethee method.

3.1. Results and Discussion

A. Criteria Data
In evaluating raw material suppliers, assessment criteria are needed to assess each supplier. These
criteria  were determined based on discussions and interviews conducted at XYZ Furniture. The
criterias used in evaluating Acacia wood suppliers in this study are Price, Delivery Performance,
and Quality. The suppliers chosen were the potential alternative suppliers of Acacia wood. There
were 4 suppliers chosen: Super Murah from Klaten, Sido Lancar from Wonogiri, Mr Kemat from
Semarang and Mr Saerozi from Jepara.

1. Calculation of Each Model Alternative at Each Criteria
The calculation of this model aims to find out the alternative values of each alternative in each
criterion. The following are the results of the calculation of each alternative model of each
criterion which can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1 Alternative Value of Model Calculation Results

No Criteria Rule
Alternative

A1 A2 A3 A4

1 f1 (.) : Price MIN 0,14 0,10 0,15 0,18
2 f2 (.) : Delivery Performance MAX 0,82 0,77 0,87 1
3 f3 (.)  : Quality MAX 2 5 3 4

2. Calculation of Alternative Values with Weight of Each Criteria
The weight of each criterion is determined based on direct interviews with XYZ Furniture.
The  weight  specified  in  the  interview  is  for  the  price  criteria  is  50%,  for  the  delivery
performance criteria is 20%, and for the criteria of quality is 30%. The following is the result
of the calculation of alternative value multiplication with the weight that can be seen in Table
2.

Table 2 Results of Calculation of Alternative Values with Weight

No Criteria Weight
Alternative

A1 A2 A3 A4

1 f1 (.) : Price 50% 0,07 0,05 0,08 0,09
2 f2 (.) : Delivery Performance 20% 0,16 0,15 0,17 0,20
3 f3 (.)  : Quality 30% 0,6 1,5 0,9 1,2

3. Determination of Preference Types and Preference Indexes
Determination of the types  of criteria  and parameters  is  done by considering the types of
decisions  taken and taking into account  the input  from the respondents.  Preference values
describe differences in the characteristics of each criterion data, where the preference value



has a limit value of  q and  p, namely the lower limit and the upper limit of the parameters
specified. The following is a recapitulation of the determination of the type of preference and
the value of the parameters for selecting Acacia wood suppliers, which can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3 Type of Preferences and Parameters

No Criteria
Rule

Max/Min
Preference Type

Parameter
q P

1 Price MIN Level 0,02 0,01
2 Delivery performance MAX Linier 0,03
3 Quality MAX Linier 1,50

The  preference  used  is  level  type  and  linear  considering  the  data  type  of  each  criterion.
Preference  values  can  be  determined  by  looking  for  differences  between  alternatives  one
another. The preference calculation results are then used as input from the calculation of the
preference index. In the type of level the determination of the index value by using provisions
is 0 if d ≤ p, is 0.5 if p <d ≤ q and is worth 1 if q <d or d> q with d is the difference value and
p is the value of the upper tendency and q is the value of the lower tendency. Whereas in the
linear type the determination of the preference index value is 0 if -q ≤ d ≤ q and is 1 if –q <d
<q, d is the value of the difference and q is the value of the lower tendency. After getting the
preference index value is used to calculate the value of leaving flow, entering flow and net
flow.

3.2. Calculation of Promethee

Based on Promethee method, the next step will be calculating the value of leaving flow and
entering  flow.  If  the  sequence  produced  by  leaving  flow  and  entering  flow  has  not  been
comparable or it can be said that the resulting value only gives a partial or otherwise solution then
in this case it  is necessary to calculate net flow. Leaving flow describes the advantages of a
supplier to other suppliers. While entering flow value describes the shortcomings of a supplier
with other suppliers. Calculations leaving flow, entering flow, and net flow based on preference
index values are carried out with the following equation.

1. Leaving Flow

2. Entering Flow

3.Net Flow = Leaving Flow – Entering Flow

3.3. Analysis of Promethee I

Promethee I analysis is done based on the value of Leaving Flow and Entering Flow. The value
of Leaving Flow and Entering Flow is determined by the relative preference of an alternative to
other alternatives. Ranking based on value Leaving Flow has a rule that the largest value ranks
first. Conversely according to the rules of the first order Entering Flow occupied by alternatives
that have the smallest value. From the calculation done, it is obtained ranking based on the value
of Leaving Flow in a row are suppliers from Klaten (TB.Super Murah), suppliers from Wonogiri
(Sido Lancar), suppliers from Semarang (Mr. Kemat), and suppliers from Jepara (Mr. Saerozi).



Meanwhile the results based on Entering Flow shows that the successive flows are suppliers from
Klaten (TB.Super Murah), suppliers from Wonogiri (Sido Lancar), suppliers from Jepara (Mr.
Saerozi),  and  suppliers  from  Semarang  (Mr.  Kemat).  The  following  is  a  recapitulation  of
Promethee I calculations which can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4 Results of Promethee I
Alternative Leaving flow Φ+ Ranking Entering flow Φ- Ranking

Jepara 0,0923 4 0,3367 3
Alternative Leaving flow Φ+ Ranking Entering flow Φ- Ranking
Semarang 0,1333 3 0,4623 4
Wonogiri 0,2067 2 0,2333 2

Klaten 0,6223 1 0,0223 1

From the  results above,  it  can be seen that  based on the value of Leaving Flow and Entering
Flow, alternative suppliers from Jepara (Mr Saerozi)  and alternative suppliers from Semarang
(Mr Kemat) occupy different sequences so that these two alternatives cannot be compared, while
alternative suppliers from Klaten (TB. Super Murah) ranks first and alternative suppliers from
Wonogiri ranks second. This partial ranking can be presented in the form of images that can be
seen  in  Figure  7  below. Because  the  results  of  Promethee  I  cannot  be  compared,  therefore
Promethee II calculation is needed.

Figure 7 Result Promethee I Ranking

3.4. Analysis of Promethee II 

Promethee II is  to calculate  the  Net Flow value of the suplliers, where the greater the value
indicates the greater the priority. From the calculation of Net Flow, we get the final ranking in a
row, namely suppliers from Klaten (TB.Super Murah), suppliers from Wonogiri (Sido Lancar),
suppliers from Jepara (Mr. Saerozi), and suppliers from Semarang (Mr. Kemat). The following is
a recapitulation of the calculation of Promethee II as can be seen in Table 5.

Table 5 Results of Promethee II
Alternatif Net flow Φ Ranking

Klaten 0,6000 1



Wonogiri -0,0266 2
Jepara -0,2444 3

Semarang -0,3290 4

The results of this ranking can be presented in the form of images which can be seen in Figure 8
below.

Figure 8 Results of Analysis of Promethee II

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions

After testing the selection of Acacia wood suppliers in XYZ Furniture using the Preference
Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation (Promethee) method, it can be concluded
that:

a.Based on Promethee I calculation, ranking by the value of Leaving Flow in a row are
suppliers from Klaten (TB.Super Murah), suppliers from Wonogiri  (Sido Lancar),
suppliers  from Semarang  (Mr. Kemat),  and  suppliers  from Jepara  (Mr. Saerozi).
Meanwhile the ranking based on Entering Flow shows that the successive flows are
suppliers from Klaten (TB.Super Murah), suppliers from Wonogiri  (Sido Lancar),
suppliers  from Jepara  (Mr.  Saerozi),  and  suppliers  from Semarang  (Mr. Kemat).
Because the results of Promethee I considered still not enough or still incomparable,
so that the calculation of Promethee II is needed.

b.Based on the results of the Promethee II,  calculation of net flow, it was found Super
Murah gets first rank with a net flow value of 0.6000, Sido Lancar ranks second with
a net flow value of -0.0266, Mr. Saerozi ranks third with a net flow value of -0.2444
and Mr Kemat ranks fourth with a net flow value of -0.3290.

4.2 Recommendations

From this study, there are several suggestions that can be used for similar  research in the
future:

a. In this study there are only 10 purchase period data for each supplier, which is still
not strong enough to be used as an assumption. Due to the limited data on supplier
performance from the purchase of Acacia wood, the next research is expected to be
able to find other types of material that have data on supplier performance with a
greater amount in order to further strengthen assumptions in supplier selection.



b. In this study only using one method, namely the Promethee method, so it cannot be
compared the level of effectiveness and efficiency with other methods. So to find out
the difference with other methods, in the next study it is necessary to add different
methods to be able to see the differences or similarities in the results of analysis with
the same data or different data.
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